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Improvements relating to interlocking apparatus for railway points, signals and the like

Description of GB330637

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATION.Improvements relating to Interlocking Apparatus ior Railway 
Points, Signals and the like.

We,LESLIE HURST PETER, WAITER ALLAN PEARCE, both subjects of the: ring of Great Britain, andTHE WESTINGHOUSE BRAYE
AND SAXBY SIGNAL COMPANY
LIMITED, Manufacturers, a Company incorporated under the Laws of Great
Britain, all of 82, York Road, King's
Cross, London, England, do hereby deeiare the nature of this invention to be as follows:- 
This invention relates to interlocking apparatus for railway point and signal levers of the kind in which the interlocking action is effected 
electrically instead of mechanically and has for its object to provide improved apparatus of this character.

According to the principal feature of the invention the point or signal lever is provided with an electrically released lock which is adapted 
to arrest the movement of the lever near one or other of its extreme positions when the lever has been moved from its extreme position 
to a position separated from that extreme position by a relatively small fraction only of the total stroke or travel of the lever, or the lock is 
adapted to retain the lever in the extreme position even when the usual catch handle has been actuated, this initial action being 
insufficient to effect an-change in the setting of the points or signal. The arrival of the lever at this point of arrest or the actuation of the 
catch handle is arranged to cause the closure of contacts included in the circuit of the electrically released lock, this circuit also 
including contacts arranged to be closed only when other point or signal levers to be interlocked with the lever are in their appropriate 
extreme positions.

The initial movement of the lever or catch handle will evidently enable the operator to test whether the desired movement of the lever is 
permitted by the setting of the other interlocking levers without affecting the circuits controlled by these other levers and the 
corresponding point setting or signal indications while the actual effective lever movement is only permitted provided that the 
interlocking conditions are favourable to the desired movement of the lever.

It will thus be seen that the circuit of the electrically released lock is normallydeenergised and is only completed at the end of the initial
movement of the lever or the movement of the catch handle provided that the interlocking levers are all in their full extreme positions so 
that security against a simultaneous attempt to move two conflicting levers is afforded.

In point and signal interlocking apparatus as generally constructed, the point and signal levers are associated with recessed locking 
bars with which electric locks are arranged to cooperate, these locks being arranged to be energised so as to release the locking bar 
and permit movement of the corresponding lever only when conditions are such that the operation of the said lever may be safely 
permitted and according to a further feature of the present invention the locking elements of the electric locks cooperating with the 
recesses in the locking bar are arranged to be out of contact with the locking bar while in their effective or locking positions so that 
shocks transmitted to the locking bar, for example owing to the-operation of one electric lock, shall not be transmitted to other electric 
locks associated with the apparatus and cause their release.

In order that the nature of the invention shall be more readily understood it will now be described, by way of example only, as applied to 
power operated points and signals provided for controlling thepassage of tramc to or from a siding off a main or through line.

As usual the passage oftrafic over the points to the main line is controlled by a signal located on the siding in advance of the points and
the passage of traffic from the main line to the siding is controlled bv a signal located on the main linein. advance of the points.

The levers provided for controlling the operating circuits of the two signals are each provided with an electric lock which is adapted to 
be energised so as to free the lever with which it is associated and pemit the signal to be operated when the lever is moved to an
intermediate position separated from the extreme position by a relatively small fraction of the total stroke or travel of the lever, provided 
that the signal indication which would be givenbv continued movement of the lever past the said intermediate position would not conflict
with the setting of the signal or the points.

Assuming that the two signal levers are both in their normal positions, the signals thus giving stop indications, and the point lever is in 
its normal position, when it is required to move a train from the siding to the main line the point lever is first moved to its reverse 
position, so that the points are set for the passage of the train and the lever of the signal on the siding is then moved from its normal 
position in order to give a proceed indication to the train on the siding.

When the lever of the signal on the siding has been moved through a reltively small arc to the position already referred to above which
may for thesalie of simplicity be termedthe"A"position, contacts in theenergising circuit of the electric lock associated with the lever are
automatically closed and provided that the point lever is still in its reverse position and the lever of the signal on the main line still in its 
normal position, theenergising circuit will be closed through the said contacts and contacts cooperating vith the point lever and the other
signal lever, so that the electric lock cooperating with the lever of the signal on the sidingig energised and permits the latter lever to be
moved to its reverse position so as to give a proceed indication to the train on the siding.

Should an attemptte made to move the lever of the signal on the siding to its reverse position when the lever of the signal on the main
line is not in its normal position or the point lever is not in its reverse position the electric lock associated with the lever of the signal on 
the siding would not be energised because its circuit would be broken either at the contacts associated with the other signal lever or the 
point lever and in these circumstances the lever of the signal on the siding would be arrested at theso-ealled"A' position.

Similarly when the lever of the signal on the main line is moved from its normal position it would be arrested at its"A" position, unless 
the other signal lever is in its normal position and the point lever in its reverse position because the circuit of the electric lock associated 
with the lever of the signal on the main line includes contacts which are closed by the said lever itself when in its"A"position, contacts 
associated with the lever of the signal on the siding and arranged to be closed when the latter lever is in its normal position and 
contacts associated with the point lever and arranged to be closed when the latter is in its reverse position.

It will be evident therefore that should an attempt be made to reverse a signal lever, the reversal of which would cause an indication to 
be given by the associated signal which would conflict with other signal indications or the setting of points, the said signal lever can be 
moved to the "A" position which is separated from the extreme position bv a relatively small fraction of the total stroke or travel of the 
lever but cannot be moved past this position owing to the electric lock which is controlled by contacts associated with the said lever and 
arranged to be closed in the"A"position and by contacts associated with the other point and signal levers or the like so that the 
signalman is made aware of the fact that the operation of the signal which he desires toeNeet is not permissible owing to the setting of
other associated points or signals.

For movement in the opposite direction, that is from reverse to normal, of the levers a corresponding position to the "A"position 
adjacent to the reverse position of the lever is provided for, the lever being arranged to be arrested in this position which may be 
termedthe"E' position if an attempt is made to move the lever from reverse to normal when other associated signal or point levers are
not set in the correct position.
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Asthe"A"and"E"positions referred to above are in addition to the normal and reverse positionsN and R of the lever and the usual
indication positionsB and D of the lever, thelatter mas be geared to the contact shaft whichf'arries contacts correspondins'to the posi-
tionsA, B. D and E of the lever, so thatsucient movement for the operation of the contacts may be obtained, although the lever itself is
only moved through a small distance from its normal to its reverse position, the lever being rotated through an arc of 60 for example in
moving from normal to reverse while the associated contact operating shaft or the like is rotatedthrough 120 . 

In order that movement of a lever from the normal tothe"A"position or from the reverse tothe"E"position shall notylffert a signal
controlled bv another lever theenergising circuits of the signals are arranged to be controlled bv circuits which are closeddurit
substantiallv the whole of the movement from the normal tothe"A"position or from the reverse tothe"E position. 

It will be understood that in another form of the invention in which the actuation of the catch handle on the lever is utilise, the catch 
handle may be arranged to move the contact shaft fromits N position to its A position or from the
R position to the E position, the lever itself remaining during this movement of the contact shaft in its usual N and R
positionsrespectively.

Each signal or point lever itself is associated with a locking bar with which electric locks are arranged to cooperate so as to prevent 
movement of the lever which would cause conflicting signal indications tobe given or signal indications connict- ing with the setting of
the points and in order to prevent any shocks transmitted to this locking bar by the operation of one of the electric locks for example 
from affecting or even releasing another electric lock associated with the locking bar, the looking elements of the electric locks 
cooperating with the recesses or the like in the locking bar are arranged to be out of contact with the locking bar when in their operative 
or locking positions, so that no shocks shall be transmitted to them from the bar.

The arrangements above described may be furthermodifiedin such a manner thatthe contacts to be closed when the lever is in its
extreme normal or reverse posi- tions are only actually closed when amechanical latch or lock cooperating with or acting upon the
electrically released lock is operative so that these contacts will not beclosedunless the lever is in its full extreme position, and is locked
therein by the action of the electrically released lock and of the mechanical lock associated therewith.

The invention has been described more particularly with reference to a simple system consisting of a siding from a main line but it will 
be evident that the invention may be applied with considerable avantage to any combination of signals and points as may be desired to 
suit paticular requirements.

It will be evident that the invention is not limited to the particular construction and arrangement of parts hereinabove described which 
may be varied as desired to suit particular requirements without exceeding the scope of the invention.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION.
Improvements relating to Interlocking Apparatus for Railway Points, Signals and the like. 

We,LESLIE EURST PETER, WALTER ALLAN PEARCE, both subjects of theKin,- of Great Britain, and1s1IE WESTiNGliousE 
BRAKE ANDSAXBY SIGNAL COMPANYLiMiTEn, Manufacturers, a Company in
corporated under the Laws of Great
Britain, all of82, York Road, King's
Cross, London, England, do hereby declare the nature of this invention and in what manner the same is to beper formed, to be
particularly described and ascertained in and by the following statement:-</RTI> 
This invention relates to interlocking apparatus for railway point and signal levers of the kind in which the interlocking action is effected 
electrically instead of mechanically and has for its object to provide improved apparatus of this character.

The interlocking apparatus comprises the usualelectrically controlled locks for effecting the wellknown check locking' action of a point or
signal lever and according to the principal feature of the inventionthepoint or signal lever is provided withan auziliary eleetrically
released lock which is adapted to arrest the movement of the lever from one or other of its extreme positions when the lever has been 
moved to a position separated from the extreme position by a relatively small fraction only of the total stroke or travel of the lever, or the 
lock is adapted to retain the lever in the extreme position until the usual catch handle has been actuated. this initial action being 
insufficient to effect anychano e in the setting of the points or signal. The arrival of the lever at this point of arrest or the actuation of the
catch handle is arranged to cause the closure of contacts included in the circuit of the electrically released lock, thiscir- cuit also
including contacts arranged to be closed only when other point or signal levers to be interlocked with the lever , are in their appropriate 
extreme positions.

The initial movement of the lever or catch handle will evidently enable the operator to test whether the desired movement of the lever 
ispermitted lbv the setting of the otherinteelocking levers withoutaffecting the circuits controlled by these other levers and the
corresponding point setting or signal indications while the actual effective lever movement is only permitted provided that the 
interlocking conditions are favorable to the desired movement of the lever.

It will thus be seen that the circuit of the electrically released lock is normallydeenergised and is only completed at the end of the initial
movement of the lever oi the movement of the catch handle provided that the interlocking levers are all in their full extreme positions so 
that security against a simultaneous attempt to move two conflicting levers isaf orded. 

In point and signal interlocking apparatus as generally constructed, the point and signal levers are associated with recessed locking 
bars with which electric
locks are arranged to cooperate, these locks being arranged to be energised so as to release the locking bar and permit movement of 
tlre corresponding lever only when conditions are such that the operation of the said lever may be safely permitted and according to a 
further feature of the present invention the locking elements of the electric locks cooperating with the recesses in the locking bar are 
arranged to be out of contact with the locking bar while in their effective or locking positions so that shocks transmitted to the locking 
bar, for example owing to the operation of one electric lock, shall not be transmitted to other electric locks associated with the 
apparatus and cause their release.

The invention is illustrated by way of example in the accompanying drawings as applied to the point and signal lever mechanism for 
controlling traffic between a main line and a siding, Figure 1 being a diagrammatic view showing the points and signals involved. Figure 
2 is a diagrammatic view showing the interlocking contacts of the point and signal levers,
Figure 3 illustrating the several positions to which these levers may be set. Figure4 is a view in side elevation of a single lever and a
portion of its associated interlocking mechanism.

Referring now nrst to Figure 1, a section of a main line railway track is indicated atM-M as connected with a siding S-S by a cross-over
C. The latter is provided at each end with the usual power operated points 1, a signal 2 being provided for controlling traffic from 
thesiding S-S to the main lineM-M a signal 3 controlling traffic from the main line to the siding. Each of the signals 2, 3 is shown as
being of the light type comprising a red or stoplamp r and a green or proceed lampg. The setting of the points 1 is arranged to be
controlled by a point leverLI the setting of the signais 2 and3 being controlled by signal levers
L2 and L3 respectively.

Each of the levers Ll.L2, L3 is adapted to be set into a number of different positions as shewn in Figure 3, the extremepositions N, R
being the usual normal and reverse positions of the lever and the positions D, B the usual indication positions in which further
movement of the lever from the position N to R and R to N respectively is arrested by the usual check lockingmechanism- (not shewn).
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In addition to these usual lever positions each of the levers LI,L2, and L3 is adapted to be set into addition positions indicated at A,E in
Figure 3 which are separated from the positionsN, R respectively by a relatively small fractionoi the total stroke of the lever. The levers
are each provided as shewn diagrammatically in Fig.2 with anelectri- cally releasedlock P1* P9, P3 adapted to arrest the movement of
the lever at the positions A, E above referred to until theenergising coils Kl, K2, K3 of the locks are energised the locks shewn in Figure
2 being adapted to arrest the movement of the levers LI, L2,L3 in this manner at the position A in moving the lever from its N position
towards its R position.

The operation of the apparatus is as follows:- 
Assuming that the levers LI,L2, L3 are all in their N positions as shewn in
Fig. 2 so that the points, 1,1, are in their normal position for main line traffic it will be seen that the signals 2 and 3 
bothindicate"stop".The circuit for the lamp r of signal 2 is completed from the terminal 4 of a source of current through lamp1, contact 5
(closed as indicated in the N-B positions of lever L2) to the other terminal 6. The circuit for the lampr of signal 3 is similarly completed
from the terminal 7 through contact 8 of lever L3 and lamp? s to the terminal 9.

If now it is desired to permit the movement of a train from the siding S-S to the main lineM-11, the signalman will first set the points 1 to
their reverse position by moving the lever Ll to its R position, this movement being effectedsub- ject to the usual interlocking control by
the levers for the main line signals (not shown). The signal leverL2 will then be operated to set the signal 2 to proceed and the initial
part of the movement of this lever from its N towards its R position canevidentlxr be effected without interrupting the circuit of the lamp r
of the signal2. As soon as the leverL2 2 attains its A position its further movement is arrested by the lock P2 unless the coil R2 of this
lock is energised. It will be observed that the circuit of the coilE2 is from the terminal 10, through the coil; 2 lever contact 11 (closed only
when the lever is in its A position) contact 12 of leverLI which is closed only when this lever is in its R position, contact 13 of lever L3
which is closed only when this lever is in its N position to the other terminal14. 

In order to move the signal lever L2 beyond itsA position it is thus essential that the lever Ll should be in its full reverse position so that
the points are fully set and that lever L3 should be in its full normal position so that the signal 3 is giving a stop indication. If these 
conditions obtain the lockP3 is released and the leverL2 can be moved to its R position to set the signal 2 to proceed, but otherwise the
lever L2 will be arrested at itsA position as above explained. Simlarly if with the points 1,1 in their reverse positions it is desired to
permit a train to pass from the lineM-M to the siding S-S past the signal 3, the signal leverL3 will be operated and the movement of this
lever from its N position towards itsR position will be arrested at the A position of the lever by the lock P3 unless the coilK3 of this lock
is energised.

The circuit of the coilR3 includes a contact 15 on the leverL2 which is closed only when the leverL2 is in its N position, a contact 16 on
the leverLI which is closed only when this lever is in its R position in addition to a contact 17 which is closed when the leverL3 reaches
its A position.

It will be apparent that if while the lever L2 is in its R position an attempt is made to move the lever L3 towards its
R position the movement of the lever L3 will be arrested at its A position so that the signalman is notified Mat the operation of the signal 
3 is not permissible.

It will be further observed that the movement of the signal leverL3 from its N position to its A position does not affect the circuit of the
proceed lamp g of the signal 2 since this circuit includes a contact 18 which is closed during the movement of the lever L3 from its N 
position to its A position. The signalman can thus test whether one signal can be set to proceed without altering the indication of the 
other signal.

When the signalman desires to return the points 1,1 to their normal position he will move the lever Ll from its R position towards its N 
position and as soon as this lever attains its E position the movement of the lever is arrested bv the lock PI unless the circuit of the lock 
coil
Kl is energised. It will be observed that this circuit includes in addition to a contact 19 on the lever Ll which is closed when the lever 
reaches its E position, contacts 20 and 21 on the leversL2 and L3 respectively which are closed only when these levers are both in
theirN positions, that is to say, only when the signals 2 and 3 are both giving"stop"indications. In the event of one of these signals
beingat"proceed"the circuit of the lock coilKI will be interrupted and it will be observed that the leverLI, in testing whether the points can
be returned to normal, can be moved from its R position to its E position withoutinterrupt- ingthe"proceed"signal circuit incluin contacts
92 or 23 
It will be understood that in the case of certain levers the movement of the lever from both its N and R positions may be arranged to be 
arrested at the A and E positions unless suitableinterlocking con- ditions obtain, by the provision of locks for each direction of
movement.

Referring now to Figure 4 it will be seen that the lever L2 is arranged to be mechanically coupled to a vertical shaft or spindle 24 on 
which the lever contacts' 25 are mounted and since the A andE positions of the lever are in addition to the ordinary positionsN, B, D, R
the lever is preferably coupled to the spindle 24 through bevel gearing 26 adapted to cause the spindle24 to be rotated through an arc
of say120 as the lever is rocked through its full stroke of60. 

The leverL2 is provided with the usual catch handle 27 and is pivotally connected to a locking bar 28 having a notch or recess 29 the
length of which corresponds to the travel of the lever L2 from the N position in which it is shown to its A position. The locking element 
for the lever is constituted by a member 30 normally occupying a position within the recess 29 so as to limit the permissible movement 
of the lever to the positions N to A. The lock member 30 is adapted to be raised out of the recess 29 when the lock coilK2 is energised,
by means of a rod 31 connected to the armature 32 of the lock magnet.

As shown in Figure 4 the locking bar 28 may be provided with another recess 33 controlling the movement of the lever
L2 from its R position to itsE position.

In order to prevent any shocks transmitted to thelocking bar 28. by the operation of one of the electrically released locks for example,
for affecting or even releasing another lock associated with the locking bar the lock member 30 is arranged even when in its locking 
position to be out of engagement with the base of the corresponding recess 29. 

It will be understood that in another form of the invention in which the actuation of the catch handle on the point or signal lever is 
utilised, the catch handle 27 may be arranged to move the contact spindle 24 from its N position to its A position or from the R position 
to theE position, the lever itself remaining during this movement of the contact shaft 24 in its usual N and R positions respectively.

The arrangements above described may be further modified in such a manner that the contacts to be closed when the point or signal 
lever is in its extreme normal or reverse positions are only actually closed when a mechanical latch or lockcooperat- ing with or acting
upon the electrically released lock is operative so that these contacts will not be closed unless the lever is in its full extreme position, 
and is locked therein by the action of the electrically released lock and of the mechanicallook associated therewith.

The invention has been described more particularly with reference to a simple system consisting of a siding from a main line but it will 
be evident that the invention may be applied with considerableavantage to any combination of signals and points as may be desired to
suit paticular Tequirements. 

It will be evident that the invention is not limited to the particularconstruc- tions and arrangement of parts illustrated and described
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which may be varied as desired to suit particular requirements without exceeding the scope of the invention.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the natureof-our said inven- tion, and in what manner the same is to be performed,
we declare that what weclaim is : 
1. Interlocking apparatus for railway point and signal levers of the kind described in which the lever is provided with an auxiliary
electrically released lock adapted to arrest the movement of the lever from one or other of its extreme positions when the lever has 
been moved to a position separated from the extreme position by a relatively small fraction only of the total stroke or travel of the lever, 
for the purpose specified.
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